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wo spherical audions were auctioned on
eBay late in 2008 tll. Both had the "single
wing" type of configuration and their double

filaments indicate that they were made sometime
after 1908. However, replacing the ordinary bent
wire grids are curious flat metal plates in which there
is an affay of holes (see

Figure 1). As this type of
audion was unknowr, their
sudden appearance on eBay
prompted a discussion among
today's tube experts. The
general consensus was that
they are the real deal and not
just fabulous fakes. It was
also determined that they
were not standard de Forest
types l2l.

Since these oddball audions
are what Darwin might have
considered an "evolutionary
dead-end" they were of no

real consequence in Ameri can tube development.
Nevertheless, in trying to find their proper place in
the grand scheme of things, several intertwined
histories were uncovered. Although fragmented
and incomplete, they may supply some of the

answers to who, what,
when, where and why.

Whenever one delves
into the tristory of the

spherical audion, two
Iarg e r th an li fe
adversaries might tend
to dominate the scene.

They are the egotistic
and bumbling Dr. Lee
de Forest and the

brilliant, methodical
Edwin H. Armstrong.
Initially, the spherical
audion was a crude,

(Continued on page 3)
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A BOUT MAARC and RADIO AGE. Radio Age became the

Amonthly newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club in
June 1994. Prior to that date, the MAARC Newsletter and Radio Age

were separate publications.

Subscription to Radio Age begins with the next available issue after

the membership application and dues are received. Dues are $24per
year in the US, $36 in Canada, and $60 elsewhere, all payable in
US dollars. TWo-year, three-year, and life memberships afe

avarlable; contact the Membership Chair . A11 checks are payable to

MAARC and, for new members, must accompany the membership

application, which is available from the Membership Chair or the

MAARC website (www.maarc.org). If you change your mailing
address, email, or phone number, please notiSr the Membership
Chair immediately so corrections can be made to Radio Age's

mailing list. The Post Office will not forward your newsletters.

Back issues of the MAARC Newsletter from Vol. I, No. 1 (August

1984) and most issues of Radio Age from Vol. 1, No. 1 (October

1975) are available for $3.50 each postpaid from the Membership
Chair. 10 percent discount on orders of 12 or more back issues and

15 percent on orders of 60 or more back issues. Make checks

payable to MAARC.

Submissions to Radio Age are welcomed. Typewritten copy is
preferred to handwritten. Articles should be submitted in PC format,,

preferably via email or on a CD or flash drive, in MS Word, Word

Perfect, Wordpad, or RTF format, without fancy formattitg,
because the editors will have to modify it anyway. Photographs, if
hardcopy, should be high quality black and white or color. Softcopy
graphics files should be in TIFF or JPEG formats; contact the

editors for fuither guidance. Send your submission to either editor

and include your name, address, phone, and email.

MAARC MONTHLY MEBTINGS. Most months MAARC
meetings are held at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center,

3789 Queen Anne Bridge Rd., Davidsonville, MD (map below).
From U.S. 50, take MD 424 south for 2.5 miles. Turn right on MD
2I4 for 0.6 miles, and angle left on Queen Anne Bridge Road for
1.1 miles. The entrance will be on your left. April and December

meetings are usually held at the Sully Station Community Center in

Northern Virginia. Check the calendar on page 16 for details.
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(Continued from page 1)

unreliable device, whose behavior was often
schizophrenic [3]. It took the efforts of men like
Armstrong to bring order out of chaos. Despite his
pretentious airs, de Forest was not an ethical man and

he has a long history of poaching other's discoveries
and claiming them to be his own. For the spherical
audion, a list of larcenous activities would begin with
his "borrowing" the patented ideas behind the earlier
Fleming Valve l4l. The list would end with his
pilfering the perforated sheet metal "grrd."

De Forest claims that he first used the latter in 1906,
long before anyone else t5]. However, this claim was

not officially made until some forty years later. It
appears in his memoirs of the Audion Era, which
were published in 1947:

"It occurred to me that the third, or control,
electrode should be located more efficiently,
between the plate and the filament.
Obviously, this third electrode so located
should not be a solid plate. Consequently, I
supplied McCandless with a small plate of
platinum, perforated by a great number of
small holes. This arrangetnent performed
much better than anything preceding it, but in
order to simplify and cheapen the

construction I decided that the interposed
third electrode would be better in the form of
a grtd, a simple piece of wire bent back and

forth, located as close to the filament as

possible." [6]

Whenever reading the personal memoirs of Dr. Lee
de Forest one must always be skeptical of the history
that is presented. For example, in spite of his
comment as to its performance, the perforated-plate
control electrode must not have worked all that well,
otherwise it would have been widely used.
Furthermore, the wording that was used in describing
its replacement betrays an additional "borrowing."

As documented in non-de Forest references, a simple
piece of wire was, indeed, used for the control
electrode in his experimental audions. However,
bending the wire back and forth into the familiar
shape was the idea of John Grogan, an employee of
H. W. McCandless; a maker of spe ctalty light bulbs
who also made de Forest's tubes 171.

In doing a thorough analysis of de F'orest's L947

clairn, the starting point is his paper "The Audion, a

New Receiver for Wireless Telegraphy" that was
presented to the Ameri can Institute of Electrrcal

#

Figure 2. Portion of drawing from initial de For-
est Audion patent, US No. 841 387.

Engineers on October 26, 1906. This paper and his
initial vacuum tube patent (No. 841387) l8l, contain
his first published descriptions and illustrations for a

pioneering configuration, which de Forest called the
"audio rr." What made it unique was the use of three

internal electrodes (see Figure 2) [9]. These were a

hot cathode, or filament (E), flanked by twc separate

anodes (D and D'), which were solid flat metal
plates. Eventually, as in the oddball audions? both of
these flat metal plates would wind up on the same

side of the filament, which takes us to the beginning
of the above quoted claim.

De Forest's famous patent from 1908 (No. 879532)
defines the internal elements as we know them today.

It contains the following description (see F igure 3),
"Interposed between the members f and b is a grid

(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 3 )

shaped memb er a, which may be formed of platinum
wire, and which has one end brought out to the

terminal I." [10] One of the patent's illustrations
shows the old two-anode design, while the other one

clearly shows the now familiar bent wire grid.

However, two months after this patent was granted,
an independent audion patent was issued to John
Stone Stone and Sewall Cabot (No. 884110), who
were both widely known for their communications
work. As their patent defined a circutt that would use
a three electrode vacuum tube, Stone and Cabot
conceded in theirs that de Forest had previously
published information which contributed to their
work.

Further on, immediately after mentioning de Forest's
grid, the Stone-Cabot patent dramatically expands the

definition of a control electrode (see Figure 4), " ...a
conducting member G, which may be a grid or screen
and which may be interposed between said filament

tFl and electrode [H]." [ 1 1] The single patent
illustration indicates a third electrode consisting of
woven wire screen, such as would be used for a

sieve. lI2l

ff

Figu re 4, Drawing of mesh-grid Audion f rom Ston
and Cabot patent of 1908.

Since neither of the electrode designs could be

patented on its own [13], having them both in the

same patent should not have been controversial.
However, the keys to understanding de Forest's
problem with this situation are the dates of the two
patent applications. For the Stone-Cabot patent (No.
884110), it was January 4, 1907. For De Forest's
famous patent (No . 879532), it was January 29, 1907 .

The community of vacuum tube inventors on this
side of the Atlantic was rather small and most
everyone seemed to know, through visits, lectures
and published papers, what everyone else was doing.
In this way, de Forest's development of the bent wire
grid was already known when Stone and Cabot filed
for their patent. The problem was, the published
reference to an audion using a sieve-like device
would establish that idea as original to Stone and

Cabot ll4l. In addition, the published idea predated,
by nearly a month, de Forest's own patent
application.

Historrcally, de Forest's ego would not allow him to
give credit where credit is due, so he continued to
promote only the bent wire grid. Making matters
worse, references to sieve-like electrodes soon took
on a life of their own, which may have been the
motivation for de Forest's much later claim of being
the first to use an electrode that employed "a great

number of small holes." [15] Furthermore, de Forest
never fully understood how or why the bent wire
worked, so employing the audion as an amplifier
continued to be problematic. [16] However, a few
years late4 the European LRS tube was showing

(Continued on page 5)

Figure 3. Drawing from de Forest patent 879532,
the first to show the Audion with its grid inter-
posed between filament and "wing" or anode.
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Figure 5. Drawing of LRS triode soft-vacuum
tube from its US patent (1,038,91 0)

(Continued from page 4)

signs of success. lI7) That success may be the

reason for the oddball audions. The array of holes in
their perforated "grids" is quite similar to what was

being used for that tube.

In their German patent application (dated December
20, 1910), the inventors of the LRS tube gave due

credit to de Forest for his use of a third electrode,
which they described as being in the form of a sieve

or grid. [ 18] German Patent No. 249142 was issued

for the LRS tube on July t2, 1912. A U.S. patent
application for this tube was filed on January 20,
191 1 and a patent ( 1 ,03 8,910) was granted on

September 17, I9I2. [19] A groundbreaking patent
in its own right, the text would fuither define what
constitutes a control electrode in a vacuum tube (see

Figure 5), "H rs the said auxiliary electrode, which
divides or intersects the space between the cathod e K
and the anode A and is preferably made in the form of
a wire gauze or netting or perforated sheet metal or as

a combination of the two." Much like the earlier
Stone-Cabot patent, the LRS patent eliminated any
need for a bent wire grid. Adding insult to injury
unlike its Gerrnan counterpeft, the U.S. patent makes

no mention of de Forest. Furthermore, while the

spherical audion continued to be unreliable, the LRS
tube seemed well on its way to international success.

All of this was, no doubt, a serious blow to the ego of
Dr. Lee de Forest, which may have prodded him to
adopt the old adage, "If you can't beat them, join
them." Along with promoting the bent wire grid, he

would now promote the "borrowed" idea for a

possibly superior device.

In December of 19L3, de Forest presented a paper on
"The Audion Detector and Amplifier" to the

Institute of Radio Engineers. Along with the usual
techno-babble used to describe the supposed

operation of the audion, this paper contains the

earliest known de Forest generated reference to a

sieve-like electrode, "Between the filament and the

plate is mounted a third electrode, G, usually in the

form of a grid-shaped wire, or a perforated
plate." l20l

There was also a follow-up reference in a de Forest
patent application, dated March 12, I9I4, "The
audion bulb t/ is provided with the usual filament F,
conductor plate W, and intermediate cpnductor G,

preferably in the form of a grid, wire or perforated
plate." l2ll Serving as an example of how de

Forest's ego worked, by not giving due credit to the

inventors of the LRS tube, it seemed to appeffi that
the idea for a control electrode made from a

perforated sheet metal plate originated with Dr. Lee
de Forest. l22l

However, starting in I9I2, a comprehensive study of
the operating characteristics of the spherical audion
was conducted by a young student working with
Professor John H. Morecroft at Columbia University.
That student was Edwin H. Armstrong and his work
contradicted most of the ideas that de Forest
considered essential for successful tube operation.
As it turns out, the recipe for success was a

(Continwed on page 6)



(Continwed from page 5 )
combination of highly evacuated tubes and the

correct voltages applied to their electrodes.

[Jnfortunately, for de Forest, instead of languishing in
a pile of undergraduate research papers, Armstrong's
work "Operating Features of the Audion" was
published in the journal Electrical World on
December 12, I9I4.l23l

Armstrong's paper does not address the issue of using
different types of "grids." This would suggest that
the issue was resolved early olt. Regrettably, in the

modern historic record, the details of Armstrong's
audion experiments have been completely
overshadowed by his patented discoveries, most
notably the principle of regeneration, which was

discovered in I9I2 and patented in 1914.
Nevertheless, a British paper, "The Development of
Thermionic Valves for Naval Use" by B. S. Gossling,
puts into words what Armstrong must have found. In
the section on "grrd" development he relates, "In
spite of the marked differences in their construction,
these ftubes] gave current/voltage charucteristics
which were very closely identical. This was enough
to confirm that the form of these characteristics was
governed by principles more fundamental thar4 say,

the use of any particular form of electrode." 1241

With the physical shape of the audion control
electrode officially deemed irrelevant, arry references

made by de Forest that described using different
types disappeared for a number of years. In a paper
on the history of the audion, presented by him in
L920, "A wire bent back and forth in [the] form of a

grid was the only type of control electrode that
was discussed. 125] Nevertheless, in descriptions of
the audion written by other authors, de Forest's l9l3
claim of using two types of audion grids continued to
be repeated. This one is from a textbook, published
in 1918, "De Forest also invented what is termed the

three-element oscillation valve. In this, a perforated
plate, or grid, is interposed between the filament and

the plate." 126l The Genie of misinformation could
not be put back in the lamp. l27l

In the life of Dr. Lee de Forest, 1913 and I9I4 were
difficult years in which he nearly went to prison on
federal charges of mail fraud and he had to sell the

rights to the audion patent to avoid bankruptcy. [28]
Perhaps by suppressing memories of those

tumultuous times, the above seemingly independent,
historic references provided the catalyst for his much
later and quixotic claim of being the very first in

vacuum tube history to use a perforated sheet metal
"grid."

For centuries, science and technology had been

making quantum leaps simply by noting cause and

effect. Historically, the understanding of the cause

usually lagged well behind the experimental
observations. As a result, every new advance

required a period of trial and effor. Were these

oddball audions a part of some long forgotten
experiment involvittg audion development? With the

information at hand, it certainly seems feasible.
However, unless new evidence comes to light, we
may never know for sure.

References:

[1] They appeared to have been a matched paff; however,
instead of being kept together, they were sold in two
separate auctions.

l2l Special thanks to Ludwell Sibley for supplying
information on spherical audions.

t3] Gerald Tyne, Saga of the Vacwum Twbe, Howard W.
Sams & Co., Indianapolis fN, 1977,p.69

[a] Patent No. S03 684 dated Novemb er 7 , 1905

t5] Unfortunately, the notebooks that document the early
development of de Forest's audion were destroyed by fire
in 1908; so much of what he Iater claims cannot be

verified.

t6l Radio-Craft, Vol. XVI[, No. 4, Radcraft Publications,
Inc., New York, NY pp. I8-2I.
l7l Tom Lewis, Empire of the Air, Harper Collins, New
York, NY 1991, p. 53.

t8l Patent No. 841387, application October 25, 1906,
granted January 15, 1907

[9] In modifying the two electrode Fleming Valve, various
forms of external control electrodes had been tried.

[10] Patent No. 879532, deForest's definitive triode patent,

award date February 18, 1908.

[11] Patent No. 884110, award date April 7, 1908.

Curiously, this intriguing patent seems to have been

ignored in histories of the audion.

lI2l The construction and use of the woven wire sieve
dates back to colonial times.

[13] Both designs were previously used for other electrical
purposes, making them not patentable. The grid shape was
used in controlling electric motors and the woven wire
screen or sieve was associated with the work of Faraday
and others.

[14] Across the ocean, Otto von Baeyer in Germany was
proposing the use of similar "grids" for mercury vapor
tubes.

[15] HistoricaI|y, sieve-like grids had the same minimal
effect on audion development as the perforated sheet metal
grid. However, at the time, they were cutting-edge
technology.

[16] Lewis, p.70.
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U 7] The name LRS refers to the last names of the

inventors - von Lieben, Reisz and Strauss.

[18] Tyne, p. 80

[19] A patent application 605 547 (dated January 30, 1911)

for Pat. No. 1059763 (issued on AprlI 22, 1913) is referred
to in this LRS patent, but it is for a cathode ray tube

designed by Reisz. In some histories of the vacuum tube,
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l22l The LRS inventors filed a protest with the IRE after de
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l23l Electrical World, Vol. LXIV McGraw Publishitg, NY,
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ark your calendar to attend our first ever special
January Meet, RadioWinterFest. The event will
be held in place of our January monthly meet-

ing on Sunday, January 19, 2014. We have arranged to
have the meet in Pioneer Hall at the National Electronics
Museum in Linthicuffi, MD. , near BWI airport. Attendees
will have the opportunity to tour the museum throughout
the me et at a time when it will not be open to the gen eral
public. Museum volunteers will be available to answer
question as you view the exhibits at the museum. There

will be a $3 charge which will admit you to the museum
and the event. If you are a member of the museum there is

no charge. If you are MAARC or NCRM member you
may join the museum for an initial membership of $20 and

there will be no charge for your admission. You rnay enter
the museum starting at 8 AM, and enter Pioneer Hall at 9
AM for the indoor flea market and auction. If you wish to
sell in the flea market you will be charged the $3 adrnission
and $5 for a table. All fle a market selling will be indoors
and only at vendor tables. The museum will not permit any
flea market activity in the parkingarea. The tables are 30 x
72" and sellers are welcome to split on the cost of a table if
desired. Vendors will be allowed to enter Pioneer Hall by
the side door from the parking lot to purchase a table and

set up starting at 8 AM. Parking spaces in that area will be

cordoned off to allow unloading of items. There will be no

selling, buying, pu{poseful displaying, or trading of items
in the flea market before 9 AM. Your purchase of a vending
table will serve as your agreement to this policy. Violators
may be asked to leave. The auction will follow the flea
market, and our usual monthly meeting auction rules will
apply. You do not have to be a pard vendor to consign items
to the auction but all attendees except Museum members
must pay the $3 admission charge . There will be no pre-

registration for the meet.

We expect at this time to have museum volunteers who
will sell coffee and donuts in the flea market area. There

l24l The Jowrnal of The Institute of Electrical Engineers,
London, U.K., Vol. 58, 1 920; p. 67 4

1251 Journal of the Franklin Institute,YoL l90, No. 1, July
1920,p. 8

126l Charles Brian Hayward, Wireless Telegraphy,
American School of Correspondence, Chicago IL, 1918, p.

208. The Fleming Valve was originally called a two-
element oscillation valve.

1271 He is still hard at work. A recent example appears on
page 180 of the book "Wireless- from Marconi's black box
to the audion" written by Sungook Hong and published by
the MIT Press in 2001.

[28] He would be acquitted of the charges and A. T. & T.

would buy the rights to the audion.

are several places close by to buy lunch including
McDonalds and Quiznos. We have scheduled a half hour
break between the end of auction consignment and the start
of the auction in case you want to get lunch and to allow
auction item viewing. There afe also several motels and

hotels very close by including Holiday Inn, La Quinta,
Country Inn and Suites, Hilton, arrd Marriott. The Museum
is located at the intersection of West Nursery Road and Elm
Road, at 17 45 West Nursery Road. Look for the sign that
says BWI Hilton Park and the large radar displays in front
of the building. There is ample parktng at the rear of the
building. See separate article in this issue of Radio Age
about the museum, and watch Radio Age or the website for
any updates. If the weather is inclement for the event,
check the MAARC website to see if it will affect our abil-
ity to hold the meet. If the meet is cancelled due to
weather it will be rescheduled for the next Sunday.

Schedule for the event day:

8 AM: Vendors enter through side door of Pioneer Hall
and pay $3 admission plus $S faUle fee. Non vendor
attendees may enter through main Entrance and pay $3
admission and tour museum.
8-9 AM: Vendors set up and attendees may view mu-
seum.
9 AM: Vendors may display their items for sale and
attendees will enter through museum to Pioneer Hall.
Indoor flea market will last until the start of the auc-
tion.
10 AM: Auction Consignment will begin
11:30 AM: Auction Consignment ends
Noon : Auction begins

Please turn to page 14
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@Tucblts
Tidbit 1. More on the Audion inven-
tion:
Dan Sohn's interesting article on Page

1 of this issue obviously involved many
hours of Dan's time, poring through old
journals and books, oS well as many
tortured-language patents. As editor,
one of my jobs is to make a complete-
ness check on an author's references,
mainly to be sure the references really

explain the end-noted statements in the article's text.
For this de Forest-based article, thatjob was straight-
forward, as I had accumulated a virtual library of de

Forest patent puzzles and unanswered questions? and
Dan's article passed handily. Relatively recent (post-
war) information from several engineers contempo-
rary with de Forest prompts added questions about de

Forest's activities during the triode gestation period.
By that term is meant the period from the 1906-07
Audion birth to about 1915, when Western Electric
and G.E. scientists beg an actually pumping down the
Audion's rather mild vacuum, applying decent volt-
ages to-itse.lements, and providing a d-c grid return to
the cathode or C-battery bringing forth a real triode.

In 1907 , Lee de Forest was a very busy man, fighting
unsuccessfully to hold on to his job as a key figure in
his company (the company having just been dissolved
into Abraham White's United Wireless Telegraph
Company) [1], hard-selling his intra-fleet wireless
telephone to the Navy in preparation for their Great
White Fleet departure which took place just after
Christmas, 1907, and development of his Audion,
which he fervently hoped would replace his "spade"
detector which had cost him dearly, thanks to the pat-
ent-infringement law system. Dan Sohn's article cen-
ters on this last-named Audion activity. With all the
legal and business distraction it shouldn't be surpris-
itrg that de Forest had very little actual hands-on
Audion-invention involvement in the crrtical period
from autumn 1906 through summer 1907. Essentially
all of the detailed instructions given to McCandless,
the sole Audion manufacturer, came from de Forest's
assistant, C. D. "Babs" Babcock. Babcock's first in-
struction to McCandless, in 1905, was to make six
duplicates of a Fleming "valve" for experimental
work, mainly being performed by Babcock. With de

Forest's occasional prodding, Babcock, aided during
the year by a high-school lad named John V.L. Ho-

E&n, spent essentially the whole of 1906 experiment-

ing with the Fleming replicas, as well as Bunsen
burner flames and other "ion-making" devices, trying
to get some sensitivity from them as detectors of
wireless signals, since customers shied away from de

Forest's then-cuffent spade detector l2l. IJpon hear-
ing that the position of the "wing" in the Fleming-
style two-element Audion seemed to have little effect
on its sensitivity, de Forest advised Babcock to add
another wing, for "if one works, then maybe two will
work twice as well [3]." Thus the two-wing
"gammatron" l4l version of de Forest's 84I,387 pat-
ent came about, the application filed by de Forest on
October 25, 1906. Babcock, conceivably under de

Forest's suggestion, Later told McCandless to try
placing the second wing between the filament and the

original wing, but to make the second wing out of
wire to avoid shadowittg the original wing from the
filament. That's when Grogan, McCandless's assis-
tant, suggested making the wire into a serpentine
shape so as to simulate both a wing and a wire. This
version of the Audion was duly tested by Ho gan, and
to his surprise, it was found to be very sensitive as a
detector of wireless signals when these signals were
impressed on the serpentine wire element, a point he

related to Babcock, who immediately informed de

Forest of the discovery. De Forest would claim this
to be somewhat before 2I December 1906.

Meanwhile, in the period leading up to this time,
John Stone Stone, who was vice president of the

Stone Telegraph and Telephone Comp dny, had been

busy designing, selling, and installittg 8 major wire-
less systems in land and shipbo ard stations for the

Navy, during which time he was also drafting patent
applications by the handful lots, all for these and
other wireless systems. The patents described vari-
ous embodiments of transmitter and receiver devices
and antennas in which he made almost no claims re-
lating to the details of the components, in general, but
claimed novelty in the overall hookups, each of
which promised less inter-system interference, higher
efficiency, and longer distance communications. In
his final patent disclosure of the 1902-1907 period,
filed on 4 Jarruary, 1907, Stone (and Sewall Cabot)
showed, as a detector, an Audion, but with a mesh-
like grid between filament and "wing," the mesh or
screen device being a still better simulation of both a

wing and a wire. As Dan Sohn noted, this was almost
a month before de Forest's filing for his above-

(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

mentioned 841 ,387 patent on the definitive serpentine
-grid Audion. What is really interesting is that both
Stone/Cabot and de Forest used the same patent attor-
ney both patent application filings were witnessed by
the same two clerks in that attorney's office, and both
patents were titled "Space Telegraphy," this being
Stone's fifty-second patent with that title, and de For-
est's first.

Stone and Cabot seemed to understand the operation
of the Audion better than did de Forest, and they state

in their patent that they achieved far better sensitivity
than with other Audion configurations (presumably
referring to the Fleming and gammatron styles); fur-
thermore Stone/Cabot had found that it is necess ary
to provide a means to drain negative charges from the
grid or mesh control electrode to keep the tube from
blocking (a common problem in de F'orest's, Arm-
strong's, and most others'circuits using Audions).
Stone/Cabot achieved this by connecting an adjust-
able voltage source to that grid return, while five
years later, Frttz Lowenstein would file for a patent

[5] on using a grid leak resistor tied to a bias voltage
source thence to the filament terminal to achieve the

same purpose.

Why de Forest did not adopt Stone's grid-return fea-
ture in his own Audion circuits might seem to be a
mystery since he had Stone working for his company
very soon afterward in 1907, Stone's business for-
tunes being on the wane, and de Forest believing he

was about to land a huge Navy radio-telephone con-
tract for bridge-to-bridge tactical fleet communica-
tions using Poulsen arc transmitters and Audion- (or
spade detector-) equipped receivers (See Fig. 1) t6l.
However, if de Forest accepted the Stone/Cabot argu-
ment that the grid had to be prevented from accumu-
lating negative charges, many of de Forest's claims
for the true-triode Audion would have to be recinded,
since he repeatedly hung his hat on isolating the grid,
d-c-wise, and making it "float."

References:

[ 1] White was afraid de Forest's legal problems stem-
ming from his infringement of Fessenden's electro-
lytic detector patent might cost the parent company
some money, so he ousted de Forest.

l2l De Forest's spade detector was considered the

above Fessenden-patent-infringing device.

t3l Statement made by Lloyd Espenschied in IEEE
interview in I974, reflecting on his attending a March
1,4, 1907, Brooklyn lecture by Lee de Forest on his

grid-controlled Audion. Espenschied apparently had

talked with de Forest, Hogan, and Babcock after the
de Forest presentation, trying to understand how the
Audion worked. Espenschied also wrote a detailed
explanation of the manufacture and distribution of
Audions for the 1909- I9l3 period as a tech memo at
Bell Telephone Labs, where he worked, this memo
reproduced tnTube Collector, V. 1, No. 1, Feb., 1999.

l4l The Herntz and Kaufman "Gammatron" used a

filament and two plates, like de Forest's early
Audion. A signal voltage applied to one of the plates
was used to influence the electron current reaching
the other plate. Even when highly perfected it had a
voltage gain of less than unity.

t5] Lowenstein's patent was number 1,231,764, filed
412411914, granted 7l3ll9l7 . In his patent apphca-
tions, de Forest would continue to "float" his Audion
grid returns until well after 1915, long after everyone
was using highly evacuated tubes which could not
work that way.

[6] From Howeth, Capt. Linwood S ., History of Com-
munications-Electronics in the U.S. I,{avy, Chapter
XIV this figure adapted from Robinson's Manual, the
Navy's "bible" on radio in the early days.

Tidbit 2. ooBond....... James Bondtt and the Bottle
Radios by Magic-Tone

We've aIl seen the whiskey-bottle radios for sale in
the flea markets, and perhaps some members have

(Continued on page 10)
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seen the Hires root-beer-bottle radio, so very similar
in construction to some whiskey bottle models that it
simply had to be 'Just another bottle wrapped around
the same old ac-dc chassis." The pictures here show
one of the more common models of each. Rider and

Sams' both attribute these bottleikeg radios and an

earlier plain wooden-case AA5 radio to a small com-
pany called Radio Development and Research (RDR)
Corporation, located in Jersey City, NJ or New York
City at vafious times.

In 1938 the RDR Corporation was formed, giving its
address as a law office in New York, with a handful of
engineers and technicians headed by Irving Weiss, a
bright fellow whose work caught the eye of civil ser-

vants working for Army Intelligence, later to be swept
into the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) tll. RDR
apparently started a Lab and factory in Jersey City,
where they worked with the military and OSS in the

design and manufacture of "spy" radio equipment.
Most of the equipment they made bears no manufac-
turer's markings, except for a few models which have

knobs and terminal caps with the logo RDR stamped

in them. My own RS-l and RS-6 spy sets may well
have come from that firm, and I have looked sporadi-
cally for years for some such markiog, without suc-

cess so far. But only recently someone on the web
showed a volume control knob for a Magic-Tone
Model 504 bottle radio with an RDR logo impressed
in the end of the knob. Now I know what the logo
looks like, and will research my spy sets again, look-
ing for the logo. The RS-l, for example, was housed
in four small metal cases, interconnected by short ca-

bles and plugs, and was widely used by CIA agents.

Military intelligence officers also adopted rt, as the

Admiral-built AN/GRC-109 in the early 1950s. The
RS-6, however, was claimed by Strategic Air Com-
mand (SAC) as the radio of choice for SAC crewmen
who could not return from a mission, the radio com-
ponents being stowed in the ejection seats of B-47
bombers, so that SAC ended up with more of them

than did the CIA. My RS-6 set will be the subject of
an extensive review in a future Radio Age piece.

Some 10 to 12 years dgo, a MAARC member in Vir-
ginia brought me a Model SSR-IA receiver, part of the

RDR-developed SSRT- 1 spy radio transmrtterheceiver
set, although I did not know the manufacturer at the

time. He could not keep it from oscillating, and he

needed help finding the problem and fixing it. He

claimed the receiver was a superhet, but the tube com-
plement seemed odd for that type of radio: a 6K8, to be

sure, looked right, but the rest of the tubes were tri-
odes, one 6J5 and a couple 6SC7 dual triodes. Itraced
the schematic, and was amazed to find the RF stage to

be the 6J5, connected as a cathode follower, first time I
had ever seen such a hook-up. But that wasn't the

problem; the next stage was a straightforward 6K8 os-

cillator/mixer like any superhet might use. But the

next stage was half of a 6SC7 dual triode, used as a
regenerative grid-leak detector, the other half being the

first audio amplifier. Problem was the regeneration
was controlled by a 5Kf) rheostat across the cathode-to
-ground section of the IF transformer secondary. The
6SC7 regenerative detector was wired as a Hartley os-

cillator with a Q-spoiler resistance (the regeneruttonl
volume control) from cathode to ground, and that little
rheostat was open-circuited, making the receiver run
wide open all the time. A new pot fixed it up in short
order.

Incidentally, the same RDR-developed SSKF1 spy

transmrtterlreceiver played a part in a James Bond sort
of adventure in Cairo, Egypt during the African cam-

(Continued on page I I )

Here, in New Guinea in WW2, a Gl operates a tiny
encoder made by RDR, for keying his field trans-
mitter, while a hired native supplies the power.



(Tidbits, continwed from page 10)

paign in WW2. Seems two SSRT-I sets, complete in
their suitcases, had been stolen by thieves who sold
them to a German agent named Eppler, working for
Rommel. Eppler used one to send information about
British defenses in Egypt to Rommel's staff, who had
the other set. They used the Daphne du Maurier
novel, Rebecca, as their one-time code pad. The
source of the British Army information was an officer
who had a romantic involvement with a dancer who
was in Eppler's employ. While she entertained the
officer, his briefcase was rifled and the papers copied
and sent to Rommel's staff, using the SSRT- ls and
the Rebecca code. The suspicion that something of
this nature was happening was confirmed when some
planted disinformation about British troop deploy-
ments prompted a sudden German attack on that area,
one in which the Germans lost both soldiers and vehi-
cles resulting from a British shelling of the spot.
Having detected radio code transmissions traced to
the Nile riverfront, the British officer was followed to
his rendezvous with his lady friend. Later British
counterintelligence officers sulrounded and boarded
Eppler's houseboat on which the lovelorn officer usu-
ally met his young lady. Eppler reacted by throwing
the SSRT-I suitcase overboard and setting off demo-
lition charges that caused the boat to sink abruptly to
the bottom of the Nile. Upon raising the boat, the

SSRT:I case was found, badly damaged, but with the
frequency setting exposed from the crystal still in its
socket (a violation of German security). With usual

British efficiency, Eppler was "turne d," and soon was
informing Rommel of British Army information that
would prove harmful to Rommel's progress, and
helped turn the tide of the African campaigtt. The
radioed information was not always believed, though,
so the Brits added some to the disinformation plan,
including planting a false map showing "safe" hard-

surfaced roadways through a low-lyittg spongy-sand
area where the British were said to be camped with
their armored troops. The map was in the coat pocket
of a convicted criminal who had been rechristened
"Major Smrth," and who had been told to drive a Jeep

across the desert toward the German lines, and his
freedom. Problem for "Major Smith" was that the
Jeep had a time bomb installed which blew it up
when he was about a mile short of his "freedom"
with the German Army. The explosion alerted a Ger-
man patrol , and was investigated, and the map was
found and acted upon, costing the Germans many
Panzer tanks, and, eventually, Egypt.

But we started this article mentioning the Magic-
Tone series of novelty and plain wooden radios.
These radios were all produced in the immedtate post
-war years. The first Magic-Tone novelty radio I ever
saw was tn Au-
gust 1949, when
I was home for
the summer af-
ter a first year
away at univer-
sity, and our
family went to
see the sights at
the local
Grange Fair,
sort of county
fair in Beaver
County, PA.
The usual audi-
ence participa-
tion games were there, and the top pruze for knocking
down all three aluminum milk-bottles with the first
toss of an off-center ragged baseball was a Hires
Root Beer Keg radio-lamp. I didn't know it then, but
that was a Magic-Tone product. Our farm had just
recently "got electric" and my parents wanted a small
radio. Of course we wasted several quarters, each the
fee for three baseball tosses, and couldn't hit any-
thing the first toss, but I did knock them down in
three, eventually, winning a case of 24 bottles of
Hires, but no radio. The point is that these radios
were not really intended for purchase by the public,
for not many common folk in that era had the where-
withal to but frivolous objects like bottle radios. Ra-
dios were scarce , and so was money, so the consumer
was most likely to look for the most radio for the
money and not a novelty radio.

(Continued on page 12)
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(Continwed from page I1)
It is not clear how the RDR engineers came to design
and the build bottle radios and simple AA5s with their
engineering backgrounds of conjurittg up devices
with sophisticated signals, miniaturtzation, and rug-
gedness to withstand the travails of an espionage
agent. But the spy business had taken a nose-dive
immediately after the end of the European-theater war

in 1945, &S the Cold War had not gotten started yet.
RDR struggled with some new postwar espionage set

designs at first, and the then-recent invention of the

transistor intrigued Weiss, so he got a little company
backing, and began building transistors, licensed un-
der Ma Bell, forming the wholly-owned RDR subsidi-
?ry, Germanium Products Corporation, officially in
1952, but already tinkering in the labs in mid-195 1.

This left the RDR circuit designers out, the transistor
designers being mostly solid-state physicists. The
OSS had morphed into the CIA by this time, and
RDR was simultaneously making the SSTR- 1 and

SSTR-4 radio sets, for example, plus other supporting
electronics. So the reasons for getting into ordinary
AA5s, bottle and keg radios and other novelty items
remains obscure. Perhaps it was seen as a low-cost
way to bring in a flow of cash between once-a year
CIA contracts; or maybe it was a cover operation to
reduce curiosity in the factory neighborhood, or
among the components suppliers. Then again, it may
just have been a test foray into commercial work as a

longer-term plan for the future.
Ref.: [1] OSS was formed by FDR in June 1942.

Tidbit 3. Johnny Smoker, the Scarce Crosley with
a Model 48 chassis.

In the Old Equipment Contest at RadioActivitSr 20T0
(or maybe it was 2009?) there was a category that
admitted radios with Repwood front panels. One of
the entries was an affay of four Crosley radios, all
with Repwood fronts, and all in pristine condition.
These were, as I recall, a Wigit, an Elf, a Showboy,
and a Buddy Boy. The Wigit and Elf looked similar
in size (small), but one had a Model 47 chassis (E10
and the other had a Model 48 chassis. The 47 chassis

was a TRF with four tubes, including the 80 rectifier,
and likely needed a goodly hank of antenna wire to
pull in anything out-of-town. The 48, though, had an

extra RF stage, and did pretty well for a TRF with
type z{[amplifier tubes. All these Crosleys are good
collector iteffiS, all have Repwood cabinets, and most
are scarce when in fine cabinet condition.

Repwood was Crosley's answer to Masonite; both are

examples of what one can do with a powerful press, a
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(Continwed from page 12

set of compression molds, and a slury of fine saw-
dust in a thcrmosetting resin (lots of sawdust, not
much resin). Other manufacturers also used Rep-
wood, or something very similar to it, for their radios,
like International Kadette in their Mickey Mouse set.

But another Crosley set also used Repwood for the
cabinet front, and this one also used a Model 48 chas-
sis, the Johnny Smoker. This very small "console"
was not much bigger than a table model, but sitting
on four short legs and made to resemble a parlor
smoking stand. Ads for this radio often showed it
with a big ash tray on top, and it must be presumed
that most owners of this set considered it a smoker,
and did, in fact, use it to carry a large ash tray. The
picture on p. 12 shows an ad for the Wigit and the
Johnny Smoker, from 1931, the yeffi the Model 48
came out of the Crosley factory.

Now, about 30 or more
years dgo, my wife and
I bought one of these
Johnny Smoker radios
at Renninger's in
Adamstown, PA. And
it was fairly cheap, be-
cause the Repwood or-
namental bars across
the speaker grille cloth
were broken out and
partly missing. I actu-
ally bought it for the
chassis, hoping to find
a Wigit someday that
needed a chassis. Then
a couple years &go, I
got a call from a

MAARC member who
knew someone who
owned a Johnny
Smoker, but the owner
needed to see and
measure the cabinet
back, as his was miss-
ittg. So I removed the
back from mine and
sent it along for the col-
lector to copy. In the
related conversation, rt

was remarked that thrs ls
radio imaginable. I found
found the Johnny Smoker

the most scarce Crosley
that hard to believe, and I
not a particularly hand-

some radio for a collector to want, in the first place.
But the same can be said for many of the expensive
collectors' radios: scarcity trumps nice. Since that
time I have never seen or heard of one on the market.

Now I'm wondering how I will restore those Rep-
wood ornamental bars in the front of my radio. Its
picture is shown here. Any suggestions welcomed.

Tidbit 4. Special 3-way membership deal!

The special three-way membership offer is continu-
ing. Anyone who is a M v IRC member can join the
National Capital Radio & Television Museum or the
National Electronics Museum for the special dis-
counted price of only $20. Just download the apphca-
tion blank from either organization, arrd note on the
application that you are taking advantage of the spe-
cial offer for M v IRC members.

And it works all three ways, too. Museum members
for either museum can join MAARC andlor the other
museum for 20 bucks a year-and always remember:
At MAARC, you get a first-rate journal L2 times a
year-almost every full moon. Go to any of the three
organization's web sites and download a membership
application, and let 'er rip!
www.maarc.org
www.NCRT\I'oryg
www.nationalelectronicsmuseum.org

Added Tidbit:

Check out page 7 and, take a look at page 14 to see the
site for our new annual RadioWinterFest-better than
any wintertime hamfest: indoors, out of the elements.

Above: my Johnny
Smoker cabinet front.
Below: Picture from web
showing an intact front.

Visit the Radio & Television Museum

2608 Mitchellville Road
Bowie, MD 20716

301-390- 1020
Hours:

l0 to 5 Fridays
I to 5 Saturdays and Sundays

Exit from Rt. 50 at Exit 11 (Rt. 197)
Take Rt. 197 South for 0.9 miles

Right on Mitchellville Road for 1.3 miles
Free admission, but donations encouraged
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Directions to National Electronics Museum (NEM):
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FOR SALE: ANTIQUE RADIO
RESTORATION & REPAIR
http://www.oldradiodoc.com A
Unique opportunity in a niche
market. America's premier shop
for a quarter century. An ongoing
year round Yery busy business
with an excellent world-wide
reputation. Online since April 1994
(the early days). fn business 35+
years. Going strong with enough
work to support 3+ technicians all
year long. The volume of work can
be ramped up/down to suit your
desire. I, KRIU' &ffi nearing
retirement and wish to pass the
business on to a younger
generation. Tfaining is available.
The business includes two internet
domains, an absolutely massive
highly organized parts department
including inventory from the
acquisition of 27 closed radio
shops and nearly 50 years of
collecting. Almost nothing else to
buy for years....itts all here.
R i d e r s I G e r n s b a ck /S a m s
Photofacts/B eitman - S upreme
schematics and factory
documentation from all the major
players. My lead technician will
seriously consider relocation if
asked. He is the best there is. My
large antique radio collection can
also be a part of the package. Price
is negotiable. Bob Eslinger/I(R1U,
20 Gary School Rd., Pomfret
Center, CT 06259 860-928-2628
bob@oldradiodoc.com

Antique Radio Repair : 30 years
experience in repair of antique radios
and tube equipment. Reasonable
Rates. Jay Forbes,2lI28 Stonecrop
Pl, Ashburn, VA, 20147. 703-729-
9432. Email: JFRADIO@aol.com

Book: Mahlon Loomis, who

experimented and demonstrated
Wireless in L864, by sending signals
18 miles using 400-foot wire antennas,
and keying same to ground using free
power avat lable at 2000 foot
elevations on top of mountains in
northern Virginia. Loomis received a
patent in l8l2 and Corporation
Charter by US Congress in 1873.
Describing his work and the File in the
US Library of Congress is the book by
Thomas Appleby, Mahlon Loomis
Inventor of Radio, (c) Copyright
1967 , 188 pages, now available for
$35 + s&h $5; Contact Svanholm
Research Laboratories, 1604 Elson St.,
Adelphi, MD 20783
n3fi@earthlink.net ,

N3RF.home.netcom.com

For Sale: RCAA{ipper Maintenance
mats, new old stock (probably 1980s),
red vinyl, black cloth backing, 51 by
31 inches, 1.3 lbs. TWo Nipper (dog
and Victrola) logos with words"RcA
Replacement Parts" in white at top and
bottom. Mats were intended for use by
technicians repairing electronics in
your home. Mint, folded in original
stapled plastic bug, with insert printed
"RCA Stock # 1F8084". Fine display
table coverings. $43, or two for $80,
postpaid in IJ.S. Email or phone for
picture or more info. Alan Diamant,
108 Redwood Drive; Madison, AL
35758; 256-325-4600, email:
amdiamant@aol.com.

For Sale: Reproduction knobs and
rubber parts for vintagelantique radios.
(Latest product: lever buttons and push
-buttons for Belmont table radios). Go
to www.RenovatedRadios.com to see

the full selection of radio parts. Or
call: (586) 816-9802 (Leave message)
Ed Schutz

FBEDBACK:
Ed, I sent a friend, Al Whiting,
K3BRS, a copy of "HRO Versus
HRO" in the September Radio Age.
Al said he met a guy named Paul
Oelke, W3IV years &go, who worked
for Siemens during WW II on the
German copy of the HRO. Accord-
ing to QRZ, Oelke is now 100 years
old so I would say that makes him an
Old Old Timer. Hi, Hi.
73,EdBruns, W3EKT.

Wanted: A friend is looking for a

high-band VHF Tompkins Radio
Tunaverter. Anybody have one to

http:ll sell? Brian B elanger, ra-
diobelanger@comcast.net, 301 -258-
0708..

International Radio Restoration
Contest Reminder:
Hello everyone,
Our local SQCRA contest has just
ended and we have an entry for the
international version. You may t*e a

peek here: http://www.sqcra.org/
Concoursresto/concours2O 1 3 .html

Already, 2 more associations have
their candidates. Time does go by fast
and we are about 6 months away
from the end of the second edition of
this great contest.
Serge Hainault, SQCRA

This means that MAARC's TWO
possible contestants (which one will
be entered depends on which looks
to me like a top winner!) should for-
ward their CD-ROMs containing the
fuIl documentation of their entries, in
Microsoft WORD format, during the
next two months, i.e., by New Years
Day, 2014.

b lacksmith@RenovatedRadio s . c om
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Sun., Nov. 17 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation

Center. See p.2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30,
meeting at 1:30. Display table Lamp Radios, Presentation:
Brian Belanger: New England historical radio sites.

Sun., Dec. 15 MAARC meeting at the Sully Station Gommunity Genter,
near Dulles Airport; see p. 14 tor map. Tailgating at 11:30,
meeting at 1:30. Display table Radio Timers, Presenter: Ed
Lyon: Catalin Radios, care and feeding.

Sun., Jan. 19 MAARC WinterFest at the National Electronics Museum
in Linthicu"m, MD, near BWI Airport (Details in this issue,
pages 7 and 14); lndoor, so let it snow. Fleamarketing starts
inside at 0900; Fleamarketers set up 7:00 to 9:00; Auction at
12:00. Be sure to read details in this issue.

Sun., Feb. 16 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30,
meeting at 1:30. Display table and presentation to be
announced.

Hamfests: -check the ARRL website, wwwARRl.org

ffiffi* ....


